Before I begin this article, I want to make it clear that I am referring to high degree Illuminati Masons, not the lower degrees of Freemasonry. The Illuminati are only 1-2% of the world's population. They are Luciferians and worship Lucifer as their "Light Bearer" or bringer of knowledge. They are also Satanists that seek to appease and control the forces of darkness and destruction. To the Illuminati, Satan and Lucifer are two distinct beings. (As they are in Christian esoteric teaching, Ed.)

"The thirty-three degrees of the Scottish Rite are conferred by several controlling bodies. The first of these is the Craft Lodge which confers the Entered Apprentice, Fellowcraft, and Master Mason degrees. Craft lodges operate under the authority of Grand Lodges, not the Scottish Rite. Although most lodges throughout the English-speaking world do not confer the Scottish Rite versions of the first three degrees, there are a handful of lodges in New Orleans and in several other major cities that have traditionally conferred the Scottish Rite version of these degrees." (Source)

Free-Masonry was founded by the Knights Templar after they were disbanded and destroyed* wherever possible by the "French Pope" and King Philip the Fair in 1312. They established strongholds in Scotland (the home of Scottish Rite Free-Masonry), England, Germany, Switzerland and eventually France. They have intermarried and allied themselves with Illuminati Jews.

* Later Grandmaster Albert Pike, describes in his book "Morals and Dogma", chapter XXX Knight Kadosh, how "in the gloom of his prison, the Grand Master created four Metropolitan Lodges, at Naples for the east, at Edinburg for the West, at Stockholm for the North, and at Paris for the South." This chapter in Morals and Dogma, have in certain versions on the internet been taken out (censored).

See appendix in the end of article. Edit. not.
They are a multi-generational conspiracy that seeks to control and manipulate all people everywhere into their New World Order. The basis for this NWO is Plato's Republic and Socrates' form of Communism. The model is based on Imperial Rome (Fascism), Egypt, Atlantis (as described by Plato) etc. The vehicles for bringing this global government into being are international communism, monopolistic capitalism and globalism.

The French Revolution was, in reality, an Illuminati Revolution* meant to destroy the hated descendants of Philip the Fair, and the Other Templar target, the Catholic Church. I quote the following:

"If one desires to point to a major world event proven to have been inspired by secret society machinations, one need look no further than the French Revolution, which devastated that nation between 1787 and 1799. Revolutionary leaders, in seeking to overthrow the decadent monarchy of King Louis XVI, launched the first national revolution of modern times.

“Although popularly believed to have begun due to a public uprising over lack of food and government representation, the record is quite clear that the revolution was instigated by cells** of French Masonry and the German Illuminati.(Source)

* ie. an coup d’état. ** Secret groups, for example within an intelligence org., where each group have no knowledge about the combination, mission or operations, of other groups.

The French masses and middle class were led to believe that, through the revolution, they would be able to share in the nations wealth, which was then concentrated into the hands of the French Monarchy, French Aristocracy and the Catholic Church. It shares a remarkable resemblance to the Russian Revolution* in this respect and other Socialistic revolutions worldwide. This is not a coincidence:

"The New Encyclopedia Britannica tells us that in France there arose a political system and a philosophical outlook that no longer took Christianity for granted, that in fact explicitly opposed it... The brotherhood taught by such groups as the Freemasons, members of secret fraternal societies, and the Illuminati, a rationalist** secret society, provided a rival to the Catholic sense of community." (Ibid.)

* The Russian revolution, of course, therefore, also was an coup d’état. ** Rationalism means ideas built on rational thoughts.
France's revered institutions were rife with corruption. Little did the masses realize that the Illuminati-Masonic taskmaster would be far worse.

Author Bramley wrote, "During the first French Revolution, a key rebel leader was the Duke of Orleans, who was grand master of French Masonry before his resignation at the height of the Revolution. Marquis de Lafayette, the man who had been initiated into the Masonic fraternity by George Washington, also played an important role in the French revolutionary cause. The Jacobin Club, which was the radical nucleus of the French revolutionary movement, was founded by prominent Freemasons." (ibid.) France's revered institutions were rife with corruption. Little did the masses realize that the Illuminati-Masonic taskmaster would be far worse.

The Illuminati fraudulently set themselves up as the "Deliverer" when in actuality; they are responsible for the very evils they oppose:

“It was the Duke of Orleans, grand master of the Grand Orient Lodge of Freemasons, who reportedly bought all the grain in 1789 and either sold it abroad or hid it away, thus creating near starvation among commoners. Galart de Montjoie, a contemporary, blamed the Revolution almost solely on the Duke of Orleans, adding that he "was moved by that invisible hand which seems to have created all the events of our revolution in order to lead us towards a goal that we do not see at present..." (ibid.)
Starvation is a strong motivator that will always lead to angry mobs. By having Illuminati-Freemasons in key community positions, the conspiracy was able to focus the anger of the mob on their targets within the French monarchy and the Catholic Church.

All revolution is local and relies on local leadership that is following a national or international agenda. One revolutionary characteristic is hidden revolutionary "cells" that are funded by the conspiracy to spread propaganda in harmony with the Illuminati goals. In most cases, this leadership comes from local Illuminati operating through the local Masonic lodges.

Guiseppe Balsamo, a student of the Jewish Cabala, a Freemason, and a Rosicrucian, became known as Louis XVI's court magician Calliostro. He wrote how the German Illuminati had infiltrated the French Freemason lodges for years and added, "By March 1789, the 266 lodges controlled by the Grand Orient were all 'illuminized' without knowing it, for the Freemasons in general, were not told the name of the sect that brought them these mysteries, and only a very small number were really initiated into the secret." (ibid)

In other words, Freemasonry was and is the vehicle for the Illuminati revolution.

French Masons too were heavily involved in the political events of that day. Webster* noted, "All the revolutionaries of the Constituent Assembly were initiated into the third degree" of Illuminized Masonry, including revolutionary leaders such as the Duke of Orleans, Valance, Lafayette, Mirabeau, Garat, Marat, Robespierre, Danton, and Desmoulins. (ibid)

Even more sinister, was the Illuminati's uses of public deception to enslave the masses into violent revolution:

* The author Nesta Webster, is a researcher about secret societies and their role in the 'French revolution'. See her "French Revolution" och "Secret Societies and Subversive Movements".

Even more sinister, was the Illuminati's uses of public deception to enslave the masses into violent revolution:

"Honre-Gabriel Riquetti, Comte de Mirabeau, a leading revolutionary, indeed espoused ideals which were identical with Adam Weishaupt, founder of Bavarian Illuminized Masonry. In personal papers Mirabeau called for the overthrow of all order, all laws, and all power to "leave the people in anarchy." He said the public must be promised "power to the people" and lower taxes but never given real power "for the people as legislators are very dangerous as they only establish laws which coincide with their passions." He said the clergy should be destroyed by "ridiculing religion." (ibid)

Liberty, Equality and Fraternity are still the siren's call of Freemasonry. Liberty is an empty promise used to take away Freedom. Equality means that we will be equal to the other Illuminati slaves worldwide.
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity

And then there’s Fraternity. Otherwise known as Brotherhood. This is the most dangerous deception of all. Under the promise of Universal Brotherhood, we find ourselves abandoning our National Identity and embracing a globalist one.

In the past, dual loyalty by those in positions of influence would have rightfully been called "Treason". Those that practice dual loyalties would have also been rightfully called "Traitors".

In the era of multi-national corporations, free-trade agreements, global treaties and regional government, it shouldn’t be too difficult to see the "Traitors" in our midst. http://deadmanmusings.blogspot.com/2009/12/liberty-equality-fraternity.html

Appendix: This article was originally posted on Paul A. Procton’s page on Google Blog. Due to that the Khazhar-Jewish owners of Google, consider the disclosures of Paul to dangerous to come into knowledge of the general public and have cencored him by closing down his blog, we have changed the link to this article to Paul’s new homepage.

Recommended reading:

Henry Makow’s book: "Cruel Hoax", Juri Lina’s "Architects of deception" and David Livingston’s Illuminati Terrorism. The books can be found on the net, by searching on the name of the book or the authors names.

Appendix 2: Excerpt from Grandmaster Albert Pike’s book Morals and Dogma, kapitel XXX Knight Kadosh. Pike here is using, what he call “an enemy of Templars”, Pio Nono, to “tell us the secret of this Papal hostility against an Order that has existed for centuries...."

“The end of the drama is well known, and how Jacques de Molai and his fellows perished in the flames. But before his execution, the Chief of the doomed Order organized and instituted what afterward came to be called the Occult, Hermetic, or Scottish Masonry. In the gloom of his prison, the Grand Master created four Metropolitan Lodges, at Naples for the east, at Edinburg for the West, at Stockholm for the North, and at Paris for the South.”

[The initials of his name, J. B. M. found in the same order in the first three Degrees, are but one of the many internal and cogent proofs that such was the origin of modern Free-Masonry. The legend of Osiris was revived and adopted, to symbolize the destruction of the Order, and the resurrection of Khurum, slain in the body of the Temple, of KHURUM ABAI, the MASTER, as the martyr of fidelity to obligation, of Truth and Conscience, prophesied the restoration to life of the buried association.] * Pike’s explantion inside clamps.
Comments to the article:

From Robert, December 9, 2009.

In 1962, twelve theologs within the Vatican, under the pseudonyme "Maurice Pinay", a book with the title, "The Plot Against the Church", in wich the whole history of the Judeo Free-Masonry is disclosed, together with it`s agenda and end objective. The Vatican tried to hinder the publication of the book, but it was to late for them. The book describes the "fifth column`s" that that have invaded every aspect of our lives and religion, who they are and what they intend to do. The Ilminate, CFR (Council of Foreign Relations), Trilateral Commission, Cecil Rhodes [Institute], Club of Rome, Bilderberers,etc., is all minions and controled by one enity – the "Organised Power behind Naturalism" - Judeo-Freemasonry, but the Jews is in control of the whole. The book can be ordered from"Omni Cristian Books" in California for $20:-. The book explains the whole human history, the present as well as the, for us planned, Global Satanic JUDEO-Fremasonary dictatorship. Further how they have infiltrated all religions, governments, finance [world], media, book publishing, military, etc. It will be the last book you have to read, because it’s explains it all.

The book "The Plot Against the Church" can be read here:
http://www.catholicvoice.co.uk/pinay/

From anonym, December 9, 2009.

Paul, it´s no doubt that the present Prime Minister of Australia, Kevin Rudd, is a member of the Ilminate. He leads the flock who promotes, the "by humans created" agenda of Global Warming, for a [global] carbon-tax. The bankers and [financial]brokers scrubs their hands with on the money they will make, plus that the proposed Co2-emmision rights will destroy on what little industry we have left, household payments on energy will reach the sky.

Rudd come practically from nowhere to be our present Prime Minister.